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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
IN THE INVESTIGATIVE STUDIES OF HAIR
LYNN ELLEN VERHOEVEN
Lynn Ellen Verhoeven is a member of the staff of Alpha Research & Development, Inc., Blue Island, Illinois where she is engaged in Scanning Electron Microscopy research in biological, physical
and chemical fields. After receiving her B.A. degree in the field of biology and chemistry Miss Verhoeven received training in Transmission Electron Microscopy at Loyola University, Stritch School
of Medicine, Hines, Illinois and continued work at the University of Illinois Medical School in
pathology and virology research as well as work in forensic pathology. She is a member of the Midwest
Society of Electron Microscopists, State Microscopal Society of Illinois and the Electron Microscopy Society of America.
The advantages of using the Scanning Electron
Histological studies have shown certain strucMicroscope (S.E.M.) for mammalian hair studies tural relationships of hairs to be usually prefar surpass the technique of light or Transmission dictable, though not invariable. The normally
Electron Microscopy (T.E.M.) microscopic studies. existing correlations are cuticular scales, medullae,
Determinations of surface characteristics such cortical cells, and pigment patterns.
• Since growth is managed by cells arising from
as scale count, hair diameter, surface debris, hair
shape, scale structure and surface damage, whether a mass of rapidly proliferating tissue near the
physical or chemical may be significant in in- base of the hair follicles, hair growth patterns
vestigative crime studies.
show up on the surface scale patterns. These cells
Use of an optical light microscope gives very grow by differentiating into a core of keratinized
poor topographic resolution of hair features. material composed of two interlocked parts-the
While the transmission electron microscope gives hair proper and its internal root sheaths. During
better resolution, there is still the matter of growth, the core passes upward through the wall
replication of the surface of the sample to be of the follicle, the external root sheath. Root
investigated, which gives another possibility for sheaths and dermal papilla are important in
error in investigation. The S.E.M. is not only determining hair shape, size, and movement.
a better tool for studies, since the depth of field Several glands and skin cells are involved (which
and resolution of topographical work is better, will not be delved into, since the above description
but preparation is rapid and easy. Hair samples of hair growth is not the prime concern, but shows
are mounted on metal stubs with either double- some of the things involved in influencing hair
stick cellophane tape or conductive paint on the structure besides hormones, vitamins, gland funcends; the hairs are then metal vaporized with a tions, environment and genetic factors). Nutrithin-layer of aluminum, coating the sample with tive and traumatic factors can modify normal
a featureless metal at a thickness of less than rhythm of hair growth. Thyroid hormones have
200 A, which is under the resolution of the S.E.M. a physiologically stimulating action on hair growth.
This enables the sample to be observed without Lack of adrenocorticotrophic hormones, disease,
disturbing it; observations are made of the sample injury, or environmental stress cause a depression
directly without replication.
of hair growth. Of the eighteen orders of mammals,
The information on hair; development, growth, all grow differently structured hair, (Figures 1
and chemical components and research projects and 2) which reveals either the outer structure,
on hair of mammals (primarily other than humans) or the size, or the shape of the hair differently
fills volumes. The short article to follow will in each case. Some mammals grow hair in wave
certainly not be able to cover all the information patterns; others grow hair continuously, as in
on hair, but will, perhaps, give a little insight sheep and humans.
into the characteristics of hair and the role the
In addition to growth mechanisms previously
S.E.M. can play in bringing these characteristics described, there are other individual and diagi.pto focus.
nostic pathological, chemical and abnormal con12.1
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shows up very well as a surface characteristic.
Figure 4 shows physica damage of hai which
cad, have been caused by hard brushing or

teasing of the hair,
The vafability of human hair in eac race is
ieater tante
variability of hairs ona single
'ndixvduals had. "Fae hair of the Chinese is
most nearly circular i cross-sections; coarser
wid straighter hair lnds itsel to a nre circular
ape Negiroi head hair is the mst fiattened
being quite curly in nature, as tends to be the
cveit'
Itned ovaoid crosssetined ha
Western European and Asiatic ldat hair sec
inns are intermediate in cross-section shape
Hunan hairs
ave differently shaped and
sid cross-sections of hair on various areas of
their bodie. The male beard hair is more or les
triangular shaped, instead of round
o val (See
Figure 5,) Pubic hair tends to be broad and flat
(Figure 6), more on the oval side. The soft dowmy
body hai is quite round (Figure 7), yet the diameter range is from 15
for soft body hair t
70 for the coarser male body hair T
range
rhe
of the diameter of fine body hair t course ead
hairis aibout 15 A to 190p. The head har dianieer
range is from 45 to 190g, with the dividing line
between large and small hairs being about 95g
seales, Which are onethird the diameter of the
hair, c cur on hair shats from %-6,u,; and nart
row scales, which are ener-sith diameter, occur

on 92-105lO

scale counts can be taken rapidly on
the S F Hand a permanent record san be made
with comparative hairs mounted on the 5ampie
next to one another, as n Figure 5,
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Pubic hair from adit feriiae aucasian shows normal fiat oval shape with apered appearance cue to
twistfig Hair facks pronouaced scale. (Ellargement
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image can be sees by focusilg at a distance
holditg the picture about 10 inches fore the eyes,
w ilb stereo pair. Stereo glasses can
and
also be tised to view the image. Stereo photorapbs show the great depth of field not acived
with gPt optical instrum ents nce tbe depth o
field would itt be the same and resolution wood
be very poor with the opticali istruments ingeanera use, With the stereo means, scaley trcture
and surface featres not readily noticed or depop into view, Thi,
termied before literaIlly
too, isa great advantage in ht identfication,

Iowny hair froi forear

of adult female Ct asian

showing Jarge cales bt sia]I diamter (Enlargemeet

Ite pictures of iir samples ere laken with
attachPd to the Cambridge
Polaroid camiri
Mark 1, Scanning Ilectron Miarosope, using

Polaroid Type 55 i N

fimro

Stereo photographs can be taken oa the SoElM
y by taking one picture of the sample at
s
one agi then tilti og e saiple an additional
2' to 10 t aother au , and Aking another
pVeture T.is is the aogle at Which your eyes woud
normally see the sample, since all depth is seen
by the brai interpreing two imtges from twso
angles in relatin t tie tw o eyes. "be stereo

Hirt identification isa complex and important
problem in view of forensic ivestigation Tt
etails many tests and unertainties still exst
i drawhig final cotncluios to determine whether
a single hair is identifiabsle from a certain individual
'he Scanning Electron Microscope alone may
not be able to cause ial couelusios to be drawi,
however, -1th further tests and eorvparative
of study certainly will evenstudies, ths te
tually lead to a more positive identification of
hair-, since it definitely shows improvement
over the opical means of identifiction regarding
stractured, surface morpho'ogy, coupled with
other sienific data.
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